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Abstract

In this paper we give a swift glance at Size Theory, a mathematical tool
to approach problems regarding the shape recognition by a topological-
geometric view point. Here it is obtained by an outline of basic notions,
results and aims.
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1 Introduction

One of most intriguing challenges in recent developments of theoretical and
applied sciences is that of computer vision. This approach is very difficult,
because the human vision is not just a simple optical procedure that consists
in taking and saving images, as any camera would. “See” means to recognize
an image, compare and evaluate it, and to make decisions based on the result
obtained. This occurs, for example, if we have a system of cameras connected
each others in order to follow a moving shape thinked outsider. Analogously,
a robot employed to control production of parts of a gear must be able to
eliminate the pieces whose shape is considered defective. Or even consider the
tablets of the banks that verify the authenticity of a signature by comparing
with the original in memory. Why is it difficult?

Because, more than a shape, our eye recognizes a class of equivalent shapes:
two signatures are never perfectly equal, a face is never perfectly equal to that
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of a photo, a bolt whose shape does not coincide completely with that of a
sample is not necessarily defective. For this reason often the recognition is not
based only on the images. For example in the case of a signature the iden-
tification generally involves other dynamic and biometric parameters (speed,
pressure, rhythm, . . . ).

But do not enlarge the speech. The mathematician who studies computer
vision works to build theories that allow to develop methods always more effi-
cient to attacking the problem. One of the most recent methods of approach to
the shape’s recognition is based on notions and results of topological-geometric
type. It is the Size Theory.

At this point it will be good to go more in depth, because, to dissemi-
nate research initiatives, directions and purposes, we cannot always limit us
to descriptive speeches. We must try to communicate ideas and knowledges
by providing some basic element in most and some consideration in most, es-
pecially for a theory still experimenting, still young and hence still accessible
to non-experts.

2 The Size Theory

In Shape theory, every shape is mathematically described as a compact topo-
logical space M. When needed, we will suppose that M is embedded in an Eu-
clidean space Rn, with its metric and affine structures. Two “similar” shapes
M and N are homeomorphic, but a homeomorphism may be more or less sat-
isfactory, in the sense that the similarity that it show may be “vague”. To
quantify the similarity we assigne to each M a continuous function ϕ : M→ R
said measuring function. From now on our ambient space will be a set of
“measured spaces”. More precisely, we call Size the set of the pairs (M, ϕ),
where M is a compact topological space and ϕ : M→ R is an arbitrarily chosen
continuous function. Each (M, ϕ) is said size pair.

Now we denote by H(M,N) the set (possibly empty) of the homeomor-
phisms from M to N.

Definition 2.1. Given two elements (M, ϕ) and (N, ψ) of Size such that
H(M,N) 6= ∅ we get a function Θ: H(M,N)→ R by setting

Θ(f) = max
P∈M
|ϕ(P )− ψ ◦ f(P )|.

Θ is called natural size measure in H(M,N) with respect to measuring func-
tions ϕ and ψ.

Observe that, for each homeomorphism f , the real number Θ(f) evaluates
the intensity of f with respect to ϕ and ψ, i.e. it measures how much f moves
the values taken by the measuring functions.
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The functions Θ are an excellent tool to examine the similarity of two
shapes, and the degree of this similarity is obviously related to the choice of
measuring functions. These last determine what is required to a homeomor-
phism to be acceptable. For example, if the topological spaces are embedded in
an Euclidean space, we can require the invariance under affinities or isometries.

Now we want to introduce in Size an extended metric d. This is done in
two steps. First we consider the function

∆: Size× Size→ R ∪ {+∞}
defined by setting

∆ ((M, ϕ) , (N, ψ)) =

{
inff∈H(M,N) Θ(f) if H(M,N) 6= ∅
+∞ otherwise

∆ is not a metric, but a pseudometric on Size, because it can assume value
zero even when (M, ϕ) 6= (N, ψ). But we can consider the quotient of Size
with respect to the relation

(M, ϕ) ∼ (N, ψ)⇔ ∆ ((M, ϕ) , (N, ψ)) = 0

and we have finally the following

Definition 2.2. In the quotient Size /∼, whose elements we will denote by
[(M, ϕ)], the metric d naturally induced by the pseudometric ∆ will be said
natural size distance.

Natural size distances are excellent tools to evaluate the similarity of two
shapes, but they are difficult to compute, because there are too many home-
omorphisms between two given spaces. It builds then a weaker, but more
accessible, survey tool, that allows us to obtain sufficient informations on the
size distances while not explicitly calculated. We will proceed in this direction.

For each real number x, we denote by sx the closed left halfline of origin x:

sx = {y ∈ R / y ≤ x}
Let (M, ϕ) be an element of Size. In the space M we consider the relation

Σx: P Σx Q⇔ either P = Q or there exists a continuous path γ : I → ϕ−1 (sx)
joining P and Q. It is easy to prove that, for each x ∈ R, Σx is an equivalence
relation on M. In other words, Σx is the identity in M − ϕ−1 (sx), and in
ϕ−1 (sx) coincides with the path-connectedness. Finally we arrive to give the
following

Definition 2.3. The size function associated with the size pair (M, ϕ) is
the map

l(M,ϕ) : R× R→ N ∪ {∞}
defined by setting l(M,ϕ)(x, y) equal to the cardinal number (finite or not) of the
set of equivalence classes of ϕ−1 (sx) with respect to Σy.
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Observe that if x ≤ y we have ϕ−1 (sx) ⊆ ϕ−1 (sy) and hence l(M,ϕ)(x, y)
has a geometric meaning: it is the number of path-connected components of
ϕ−1 (sy) containing at least one point in ϕ−1 (sx).

We now report the main properties of the size functions. They follow, by
using elementary topological results, from the definition and from the above
observation (x ≤ y ⇒ ϕ−1 (sx) ⊆ ϕ−1 (sy)) .
1. l(M,ϕ)(x, y) is non-decreasing in x and non-increasing in y.
2. If M is locally path-connected, l(M,ϕ)(x, y) is finite for x < y.
3. l(M,ϕ)(x, y) = 0 for every x < minP∈M ϕ(P ) (briefly mϕ).
4. l(M,ϕ)(x, y) is equal to the cardinal number of the path-connected compo-

nents of M for every x, y ≥ maxP∈M ϕ(P ) (briefly m′ϕ).
5. l(M,ϕ)(x, y) =∞ for every y < x such that ϕ−1 (sx − sy) is a non-finite set.

These properties highlight that the essential of a size function l(M,ϕ) is its
restriction to the set

{
(x, y) ∈ R2 : mϕ ≤ x ≤ y ≤ m′ϕ

}
, that is the triangle of

vertices at the points (mϕ,mϕ),
(
mϕ,m

′
ϕ

)
,
(
m′ϕ,m

′
ϕ

)
.

As already observed, the fundamental role of the size functions is that they
are strongly related to the natural size distances so as to allow us to obtain
informations about the latter (intrinsically difficult to compute). This connec-
tion depends on the following propositions.

Proposition 2.4. If d ([(M, ϕ)] , [(N, ψ)]) < ε then for every x, y, h ∈
R, h ≥ ε the following statement holds:

l(M,ϕ)(x− h, y + h) ≤ l(N,ψ)(x, y) ≤ l(M,ϕ)(x+ h, y − h)

Proposition 2.5. If there exist x′, y′, x′′, y′′ ∈ R such that l(N,ψ)(x
′, y′) >

l(M,ϕ)(x
′′, y′′), we have that d ([(M, ϕ)] , [(N, ψ)]) ≥ min{x′′ − x′, y′ − y′′}.

Proposition 2.5 implies that the knowledge of the values taken at two points
from the size functions associated with the size pairs (M, ϕ) and (N, ψ) allows
us to obtain a lower bound for the natural size distance of the size pairs.

Proposition 2.4 shows that a small change in shape, by means of homeo-
morphisms, gives a small change in the associated size functions.

It is evident from the foregoing that the construction of the size functions
and their effectiveness in treating the problem of the recognition of a shape
M are closely linked to the choice of measuring functions. A size function
condenses the behaviour of a measuring function defined in M in a function
defined in R2. Therefore the choice of ϕ must be careful. It is linked to the
particular properties of the shape M and to those that we want to retain in
the recognition. We clarify better.

Suppose that the spaces M and N considered are embedded in Rn. This
allows us to consider properties of M invariant under affinity or isometry. We
can require that ϕ is invariant under isometries.

Let’s take an example. If we are to accept N as resembling to M simply
if N has a different location in the space (roughly speaking, N coincides with
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M up to rotations and translations) we will require that ϕ is invariant under
isometries. For example ϕ may be the distance of any point P of M from a
privileged point, the barycentre if M is so nice that it has a barycentre (an
ellipse in the plane or a simplex or a “star-shaped” figure).

If we are less demanding, we may require that ϕ is invariant under affinities
and we can consider, for example, the ratio between two areas or two volumes,
identified uniquely by M, one of which is linked to the variable point P in M.

The goodness of the size functions consists in the fact that they inherit
the invariance with respect to a particular group of transformations from the
measuring functions.

A size function l(M,ϕ) is not continue. The discontinuity points mark the
birth and merging of different path-connected components of the excursion set
ϕ−1 (sx) while x varies in R. Moreover the discontinuity points lead l(M,ϕ) to
a representation by a formal series of points (cornerpoints) and lines (corner-
lines) on the plane R2. This representation allows us to translate problems
regarding size functions into algebraic problems [4].

Suppose that M is a (compact) locally path-connected subset of Rn, and
ϕ is the restriction to M of a continuous function defined in Rn. Then, with
these hypotheses in addition, the size function l(M,ϕ) may be easily computed
by approximating M ⊂ Rn with a finite set M′ ⊂ Rn, and l(M,ϕ) with a func-
tion lapprox, related to l(M,ϕ), much simpler to compute. The techniques of
approximation recall those of combinatorial topology, and can be found in [4].

At this point it is fair to say stop to the exposition, because go further
would make lose the purpose of universal understanding of this paper.

In [5] the authors investigate on the relevance of size functions theory in
computer vision. They describe an algorithm for the computation, and demon-
strate many theoretical properties on real images.

In the next section we expose some general considerations, and a sketch on
applications of the theory and on its possible extension.

3 Final considerations

The greatest merit of Size Theory lies in its topological-geometric nature, and
in its modularity, i.e. the used tools (size functions) depend on the arbitrary
choice of measuring functions. Both of them behaviors make the theory flexi-
ble for many applications, as in the computer graphic. An application regards
the analysis of critical points of curves spline, one of most powerful tools for
approximating images of computer graphic. One of the recent attempt regards
the SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) images. The problem is that of finding
efficient tools that allow an easy enjoyment of the increasing number of digital
informations actually required. A recent idea about this is that of the keypics
[2]. A keypic is a simplified drawing which equips each image in an index on a
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Web site, as well as the keywords do, and hence it could be an outline of the
relevant shapes in the image. In [1] the authors present an experiment with
size functions based on three measuring functions. They show the feasibility
of keypics and propose the size functions as possible candidate for retrieving
images trough keypics. We like to end this section by highlighting that the Size
Theory, introduced in 1990, see [3], with the aim of applying it to computer
vision, is conceived in such a general manner that one may hope to apply it
in other directions, e.g. for examining each set of data which we can describe
as a compact topological space, not only an image, by requiring that the size
functions are invariant with respect to different groups of transformations.
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